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SPRING 2019
Quite simply, there is something for everyone this spring. Publishers, no doubt exhausted by
the glut of anniversaries that they have marked over the past few years, have widened their
nets and captured a myriad of hitherto undiscovered literary jewels. And if we have not
tempted you with this casket of treasures, do not hesitate to ask us for other gems to
recommend

LIVES & LETTERS

TONY SCOTLAND Joyride: To a Reunion at Kardamyli (96pp)
£17.50
1990: three old friends cross Europe in an ancient car to visit Patrick & Joan Leigh Fermor
ERNST JÜNGER A German Officer in Occupied Paris (496pp)
Diaries kept during WWII by the author of the WWI classic ‘Storm of Steel’

£30

RICHARD J EVANS Eric Hobsbawm: A Life in History (800pp)
£35
Historian, journalist & Grand Old Man of letters. But also witness to a remarkable era
LYNDSY SPENCE The Grit in the Pearl (256pp)
£20
Biography of Margaret, Duchess of Argyll: society beauty whose life was beset by scandal
VALERIE ELIOT ED The Letters of T S Eliot vol 8: 1936-1938 (1152pp)
£50
Called upon to be the consummate public man but still editing, publishing, suffering
BENJAMIN BALINT Kafka’s Last Trial (304pp)
£14.99
His manuscripts saved from the flames, but who should keep them: Israel or Germany?
EMMA DARWIN This is Not a Book about Charles Darwin (272pp)
£14.99
A great-great-granddaughter on the struggle to write a novel set against her family history
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KATHARINE SMYTH All the Lives We Ever Lived (320pp)
£17.99
Author deals with the grief of losing a parent whilst revisiting Woolf’s ‘To the Lighthouse’
JONATHAN CONLIN Mr Five Per Cent (416pp)
£25
Life & legacy of Calouste Gulbenkian: oil tycoon, businessman, art collector, obsessive
HALLIE RUBENHOLD The Five (432pp)
£16.99
The lives of Jack the Ripper’s five victims: Polly, Annie, Elizabeth, Catherine, Mary-Jane
TIM WATERSTONE The Face Pressed against a Window (336pp)
Founder of the eponymous bookshops looks back at his life & career

£17.99

NAIM ATTALLAH ED A Scribbler in Soho (341pp)
A festschrift in honour of the literary polymath Auberon Waugh (‘Who he? Ed.”)

£20

WILLIAM KEEGAN Nine Crises (304pp)
£20
Veteran financial journalist looks back over fifty years of reporting those highs & lows
DAVID NOTT War Doctor (304pp)
£18.99
Humbling memoir of a surgeon whose unpaid sabbaticals took him to war-torn countries
JEREMY DRONFIELD Boy who Followed his Father into Auschwitz (432pp) £12.99
Based on Gustav Kleinmann’s secret diary, a story of bravery & survival against the odds
ROBIN RENWICK Not Quite a Diplomat (272pp)
A life in the diplomatic service seeing time in Rhodesia, South Africa & Washington

£20

RICHARD ASKWITH Unbreakable (272pp)
March £16.99
Indomitable spirit of Lata Brandisová who defied prejudice & the Nazis to ride, race & win
FIONA MACCARTHY Walter Gropius (560pp)
March £30
Re-evaluation of the vivid life & far-reaching influence of the founder of Bauhaus
SONIA PURNELL A Woman of No Importance (416pp)
March £20
American heiress, Virginia Hall, seen by Gestapo as “most dangerous of all Allied spies”
ANNA PASTERNAK Untitled: The Real Wallis Simpson (368pp)
March £20
Seeks to answer the conundrum: was she the villain or victim of the Abdication Crisis?
PATRICK BISHOP The Man who was Saturday (320pp)
March £20
The authorised biography of the life, heroic war & untimely death of Airey Neave
KELCEY WILSON-LEE Daughters of Chivalry (352pp)
March £20
The five daughters of Edward I: crownless but crucial to successful mediaeval kingship
AEHAM AHMAD The Pianist of Yarmouk (288pp)
March £12.99
From the bombed out suburbs of Damascus to the concert halls of Europe: survivor’s tale
CHARLES WILLIAMS Max Beaverbrook (400pp)
March £25
The newspaper mogul whose power & influence belied his humble beginnings
CATHERINE HANLEY Matilda (296pp)
The mediaeval empress, queen & warrior. Part of the Yale Monarchs series

March £20

DAVID LAWS Who Killed Kitchener? (384pp)
March £20
Controversial WWI General whose untimely death provoked many conspiracy theories
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HISTORY & POLITICS

DIARMAID FERRITER The Border (192pp)
£12.99
Legacy of the Irish Border: from its creation, through the Troubles to Brexit’s ‘Backstop’
DAVID KYNASTON Engines of Privilege (320pp)
£20
The private schools’ hold on British society & why a policy-shaping debate is needed
HARRIET PATRICK An Oxford College at War (160pp)
£12.99
Corpus Christi 1914-18: exemplar of the bravery, endurance & camaraderie shown in war
CLARE HUNTER Threads of Life (320pp)
£20
How needlework recorded history: from the Bayeux Tapestry to Argentina’s Disappeared
JULIA BLACKBURN Time Song: Searching for Doggerland (304pp)
£25
Existence & loss of the land that joined England to Europe: the clues that were left behind
LEWIS DARTNELL Origins: How the Earth Made Us (352pp)
£20
How our environment has shaped our history: from plate tectonics to climate change
SHOSHANA ZUBOFF The Age of Surveillance Capitalism (704pp)
£25
Government & retailers buy our information. How can we protect ourselves & others?
DANE HUCKELBRIDGE No Beast so Fierce (304pp)
£16.99
How environmental destruction led to the duel between a man-eating tiger & Jim Corbett
ADRIAN TINNISWOOD The Royal Society (256pp)
£18.99
At the forefront of scientific endeavour since 1662, why it remains a key institution today
RICHARD DAWKINS ET AL ‘Four Horsemen’ (of New Atheism) (160pp)
£9.99
Transcription of the debate between Dawkins, Harris, Dennett & Hitchens: faith vs reason
VIOLET MOLLER The Map of Knowledge (336pp)
£20
How the ideas of Euclid, Galen & Ptolemy reached us from antiquity to the present day
NORMAN STONE Hungary: A Short History (288pp)
From its creation out of the ruins of the Hapsburg Empire in 1918 to the present

£16.99

SIMON WINDER Lotharingia (576pp)
March £20
Final volume in his very personal history of Europe (following ‘Danubia’ & ‘Germania’)
CHRISTOPHER CLARK Time and Power (312pp)
£25
The Great Elector, Frederick the Great, Bismarck & Hitler: their differing concepts of time
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TIM MACKINTOSH-SMITH The Arabs (656pp)
March £25
Taking the Arabic language as his guide, a history of the continent & its people
VIRGINIA NICHOLSON How Was it for You? (512pp)
March £20
The Swinging Sixties: a time for women’s emancipation, liberation & revolution. Was it?
DIETER HELM Green and Prosperous Land (336pp)
March £20
An economist’s approach to environmentalism & a radical plan for positive change
PHILLIP BLOM Nature’s Mutiny (336pp)
March £20
Chronicle of the ‘Little Ice Age’ that beset 17th century Europe & the changes it wrought
RODERICK BEATON Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation (496pp)
March £30
Challenges of building a country upon the ruins of an ancient, vanished civilisation
JULIA LOVELL Maoism: A Global History (624pp)
March £30
Investigates the influence & legacy of Mao’s creed which travelled far from China’s shores
RUPERT WIELOCH Churchill’s Abandoned Prisoners (272pp)
March £20
Previously suppressed story of fifteen British soldiers captured in the Russian Civil War
DAVID POTTER The Origin of Empire: 2064BC –138AD (448pp)
The pivotal period when Rome transformed from a Republic to an Empire

April £30

MELINDA GATES The Moment of Lift (288pp)
April £16.99
Examines the profound link between women’s empowerment & the health of societies
TIM BOUVERIE Appeasing Hitler (400pp)
April £20
New narrative of the months leading up to WWII, utilising previously unseen sources
GRAHAM VINEY The Last Hurrah (400pp)
April £20
South Africa 1947: the royal firm at its conscientious best as the edifice of Empire unravels

BEAUX-ARTS

ELIZABETH GOLDRING Nicholas Hilliard: Life of an Artist (352pp)
£40
Miniaturist who rose from humble roots to the heart of the Elizabethan & Jacobean courts
MICHAEL PEPPIATT The Existential Englishman (384pp)
£25
Art historian, curator & writer, his passion for Paris & its artists: Sartre, Beckett, Deneuve
SIMON BAKER ET AL Don McCullin (224pp)
£40/£25 pbk
Major retrospective of the photographer’s work from the 50’s to the present (Tate Britain)
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CHARLIE CONNELLY Last Train to Hilversum (336pp)
£20
Radio, that background to our lives: from ‘Listen With Mother’ to Test Match Special
DAVID HEPWORTH A Fabulous Creation: How LPs Saved our Lives (384pp)
From 1967 to 1982 the LP reigned supreme: a short but transformative time
SIMON BRETT Life and Work of Clifford Webb (200pp)
Wood engraver & illustrator who studied under Sickert & Gill reevaluated

£20

£25 pbk

KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD So Much Longing in So Little Space (256pp) £16.99 pbk
Exploration of the life & work of Edvard Munch. Exhibition at the British Museum
MATTHEW GALE Paul Bonnard: The Colour of Memory (240pp)
Focuses on both his landscapes & domestic scenes (Tate Modern)

£35/£25 pbk

COLIN THOM Robert Adam and His Brothers (288pp)
March £60
An architectural style that became an era: series of illustrated essays on the three brothers
JAMES BETTLEY ET AL Hertfordshire (804pp)
March £35
From Roman remains to New Towns, revised edition in the Buildings of England series
CAROL JACOBI ED Van Gogh and Britain (224pp)
March £40/£25 pbk
The artist’s love of British culture scrutinised. Accompanies the Tate Britain exhibition
ANN ELDRIDGE Monemvasia: People. Place. Presence. (208pp)
Photographs of the Peloponnesian fortress & people from 1890 to the present

April £25

BEN LEWIS The Last Leonardo (272pp)
April £20
Biography of Da Vinci’s lost masterpiece, ‘Salvator Mundi’, & the art dealers who found it

FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY

HANS KRUUK The Call of Carnivores: Travels of a Field Biologist (200pp) £20 pbk
From Serengeti to Galápagos: challenges & rewards of wildlife observation & conservation
ELLA RISBRIDGER Midnight Chicken (288pp)
A cook book to restore your faith in the world: really redemptive recipes

£22

PIPPA GREENWOOD The Gardener’s Year (192pp)
Pocket-sized yearbook with tips for the seasoned gardener & novice alike

£9.99

JOHN WRIGHT The Forager’s Calendar (400pp)
March £16.99
A guide that identifies & celebrates wild food: how to store, use, cook it & what to avoid
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NAOKO ABE ‘Cherry’ Ingram (400pp)
March £18.99
The English amateur botanist whose determination saved Japan’s threatened cherry trees
MONTY DON Japanese Gardens (272pp)
March £35
The indefatigable gardener & the photographer Derry Moore travel East. BBC series
JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL Still Water (304pp)
March £14.99
Forgoing the delights of wood & wilderness, our naturalist discovers the joys of the pond
SABRINA GHAYOUR Bazaar (240pp)
April £26
From the author of ‘Persiana’, vegetable & fruit dishes full of vitality from the East
TONY LAITHWAITE Direct (272pp)
April £25
How a passion for wine turned a family start up into a multi-million pound empire
REGULA YSEWIJN The National Trust Book of Puddings (112pp)
From jam roly-poly to treacle tart, fifty nostalgic favourites for every season

April £9.99

FIONA DAVISON The Hidden Horticulturists (368pp)
April £25
Traces the lives of some of the forgotten gardeners & plant collectors of the 19th century
DAN RICHARDS Outposts: Journey to Wild Ends of the Earth (336pp) April £16.99
Allure of untamed nature, of the wilderness, that inspired artists, writers & musicians
MICHELLE MASON Flower Market (176pp)
April £20
Botanical style at home: exciting & unusual ways to display flowers, plants & succulents
MICHAEL J BENTON Dinosaurs Rediscovered (336pp)
April £24.95
How modern technology has transformed our understanding of dinosaurs & their world
JANE EASTOE Tulips (240pp)
May £20
Their history, cultivation & charm: from the 17th century’s ‘tulip mania’ to today’s bulbs

FICTION & THRILLERS

TESSA HADLEY Late in the Day (288pp)
£16.99
What happens when a companionable quartet becomes a trio? Friendship’s tangled web
DONNA LEON Unto Us a Son is Given (272pp)
£20
Brunetti’s father-in-law involves him in an adoption case that proves less than innocent
MELANIE BENJAMIN The Girls in the Picture (464pp)
£12.99 pbk
By the author of ‘Swans of Fifth Avenue’, Mary Pickford & Frances Marion’s Hollywood
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LAURA SHEPHERD-ROBINSON Blood and Sugar (448pp)
£14.99
Deptford 1781: a horrible murder, a righteous cause, a case for Captain Harry Corsham
ANDREA CAMILLERI The Overnight Kidnapper (272pp)
£16.99
Inspector Montalbano investigates a series of ‘overnight’ kidnappings, without a motive
LUCY FOLEY The Hunting Party (400pp)
£12.99
In a hunting lodge in the Scottish Highlands, friends gather for the New Year & murder....
ÉRIC VUILLARD The Order of the Day (160pp)
£12.99
How the actions & interests of a few powerful men brought Europe to the brink of WWII
FRANCES LIARDET We Must be Brave (432pp)
£14.99
December 1940, a child sleeps, unclaimed after the bombing. Who is she & what her fate?
JOHN LANCHESTER The Wall (288pp)
£14.99
Dystopian novel of a bleak Britain walled in concrete, from the author of ‘Capital’
YARA RODRIGUES FOWLER Stubborn Archivist (368pp)
£14.99
Growing up between two cultures -Brazilian & British- a young woman finds her identity
CHRISTOPH KELLER Russian Stories (432pp)
From Gogol to Babel, Tolstaya to Teffi, part of Everyman Pocket Classics series

£10.99

FATIMA BHUTTO The Runaways (432pp)
£14.99
Three young lives cross as they leave Pakistan & Britain to rebel & join insurgents in Iraq
CHRIS MULLIN The Friends of Harry Perkins (192pp)
March £12
Post-Brexit thriller & timely sequel to ‘A Very British Coup’. By the former Labour MP
SIRI HUSTVEDT Memories of the Future (336pp)
March £18.99
A middle-aged woman rereads her youthful journal. Is a woman’s lot is any better now?
ALI SMITH Spring (352pp)
Third volume in the Seasonal Quartet, following ‘Autumn’ & ‘Winter’

March £16.99

NINA STIBBE Reasons to be Cheerful (288pp)
March £12.99
1980: teenage Lizzie takes her first shaky steps to independence. Move over Adrian Mole
JENNY MCCARTNEY The Ghost Factory (272pp)
March £12.99
The Troubles & a man seeks to escape his ghosts. But the pull of Belfast is insistent.....
RODDY DOYLE Charlie Savage (208pp)
March £9.99
Everyday trials & tribulations of a Dublin man trying to keep pace with the modern world
ROGER MCGOUGH Joinedupwriting (96pp)
March £12.99
The panoply of human experience as witnessed by a humane, playful eye. New poems
MICHELLE PAVER Wakenhyrst (304pp)
April £14.99
Gothic thriller spanning five centuries: a girl’s resolve to fly free of unhallowed forces
IAN MCEWAN Machines Like Me (320pp)
April £18.99
80’s Britain but not as we know it. A synthetic human & a couple grow into a love triangle
PHILIP KERR Metropolis (400pp)
April £20
Berlin 1928: dying days of the Weimar Republic. Bernie Gunther has one last case to solve
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AND FINALLY......

COLD WAR STEVE The Festival of Brexit (144pp)
Satirical photo collages culled from the cult Twitter feed, McFadden’s Cold War

£12.95

JAN MORRIS Conundrum (200pp)
£18.50
How James became Jan: a stimulating rather than scandalous read. Slightly Foxed Editions
ANON The Secret Civil Servant: The Inside Story of Brexit (336pp)
March £20
“writing anonymously because Theresa May probably won’t find any of this very funny”
VICTORIA TURK Digital Etiquette (224pp)
March £9.99
An irreverent journey through the battlefields & snares of digital communication
JOE NORMAN The Super Tutor (272pp)
April £12.99
Discover the delight of education & learning for its own sake in a few easy chapters
AMY FELDMAN Dogs of the National Trust (128pp)
May £7.99
Canine owners from Woolf to Christie by way of Churchill (a keen poodle man)
PETER ASHLEY London Peculiars (112pp)
May £15
Pocket-sized guide to eccentric places of London: from Burton’s tomb to a porter’s rest

To order any of the books in the
catalogue or for other suggestions
contact us at:
Barnes Bookshop
60 Church Road
London
SW13 0DQ
Tel: 020 8741 0786
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request

